
Select the Right Tool, 
Not Just Another Computer

Hamilton Senior High School demanded a solution that suited their rigourous curriculum requirements – not the other way round – 
before realising Acer had the perfect fit

Executive summary

When a high school specialising in ICT subjects had to select in-classroom 
computer equipment for students through years 8-12, senior teachers and 
staff knew just choosing a computer was only the beginning.

When it came to spending the National Secondary School Computer Fund money for 

Hamilton Senior High School, deputy principal Phil Casas knew he had to take a different 

approach than most schools in Western Australia.

 “We’ve been an ICT specialist school since I started in 2003,” Mr Casas explains, “and 

a lot of my experience is based around delivering what works and what doesn’t to teachers. 

A lot of the students in our ICT program consistently perform above not state but national 

benchmarks.”

 The school’s achievements in ICT call for a very specific approach to equipping students 

that puts the curriculum before anything else. “The students at my son’s school were given 

systems that weren’t really well thought out according to their needs.” Mr Casas says, “None 

of the teachers knew how to use it so last year he used it a total of four times. You can’t be 

throwing millions dollars of government money into babysitting devices.”

 The answer was to – as Mr Casas puts it – explore the curriculum needs. “Arts and 

music got a particular model appropriate to them, library science and dedicated research 

got full sized laptops, but for students who were mobile in and out of classrooms it had to 

be the Aspire One 753 for the form factor. You can sit paper and pens on a desk and have 

real estate left.” That led to the school’s purchase of 220 units for students across years 8 

through 11 from Perth supplier JH Computer Services.

Extending leadership status

 Hamilton Senior High School’s role as an ICT leader has also been recognised where it 

counts. Last year it was a Microsoft Innovative Schools pilot school and further vindication of 

Mr Casas’ philosophy about technology’s role in schooling. “Our focus is on using technology 

as a tool in the classroom, so it’s another instrument in their pencil case rather than it being 

a case of ‘let’s go and study computers.’ It’s made a huge difference, we’ve mobilised our 

whole teaching and learning development around IT.”

 But as Mr Casas adds, the real challenge in embedding technology in classrooms isn’t 

with the students but in front of the blackboard. “Walk into a classroom, push these couple of 

buttons and you’ll have the students hooked,” Mr Casas says. “But it’s more about hooking 

teachers. If you don’t engage teachers and they’re not using it as an embedded part of their 

teaching, it’s just a paperweight.”
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 Mr Casas took another unique approach to selecting the Aspire One 753. Often 

computers are chosen for their suitability to work with the school’s existing server 

environment first and their suitability for students second so as to avoid the IT headaches 

that can come with network integration, but he says Hamilton Senior High was still 

determined to let the needs of the curriculum dictate IT purchasing. “Every machine 

is based around curriculum decisions rather than picking the device and then trying 

to modify it,” he explains.

Points of suitability

 “The Aspire’s robust and small and has a good form factor and battery life,” Mr Casas 

says when asked what he liked about it. “Our systems need to be able to communicate 

seamlessly, which the Aspire does.

 “JH Computer Services did up a really solid case with our school logo printed on it and 

you could drop it down a flight of stairs and still have a working machine inside it. For us 

that’s brilliant, the students get to cart one case around in a backpack and there’s still 

room for some papers in it.”

 Mr Casas also commented on the Aspire One 753’s longevity. It makes a perfect end-

point in the larger network of the school and both he and JH Computer Services agree that 

the Aspire fleet will be an essential part of students’ toolkits for their entire school career.

 “It wasn’t a really hard sell for either us or the school,” Hamilton Senior High School’s 

account manager at JH says. “Phil and his staff loved the product and it suited their needs. 

No other device we looked at would have been as robust as it needed to be for students on 

the move.”

 JH Computer Services, which supplied the school with 220 systems under a four year 

warranty, agrees with Mr Casas about the strengths of the Aspire One 753. “Battery life, 

weight, size and cost,” he says without hesitation.

 To Mr Casas, the strong points of the unit are already working in the school’s favour. 

“One English teacher I don’t believe had ever used a PC took it home and spent the 

weekend creating an amazing Microsoft One Note file for presenting English to her 

year 9 students. It was so good I’m using it as an example to other staff.”

Strong backup

 Mr Casas calls the after sales service he’s received from JH Computer Services ‘bullet 

proof’. “We haven’t had to take a machine back for a fault so far,” he says. “We even decided 

as an afterthought we might need a multi battery charger. Sourced, found, ordered, delivered, 

ready to go. Every one at JH Computer Services has been completely on board. You never 

feel like you’re just dealing with a shop front.”

 Mr Casas also believes the moves made by Acer business development manager Julia 

Sinton behind the scenes to gain approval of the Acer Aspire One 753 in the NSSCF has 

paid off. “There was an awful lot of work to be done to get in on the contract with the relevant 

departments and agencies,” Sinton agrees, “and then we worked very hard to convince 

people the netbook was a valid entry point.”

About Hamilton Senior High School

 Hamilton Senior High School provides a comprehensive academic program that’s 

specific to the challenges facing students in each age bracket. In years 8 and 9 students 

are encouraged to establish a powerful, independent enquiring mind in each child. When they 

move through years 10-12 the school’s focus is on providing them with tools to 

prepare them for further study or the workplace.

 The strong ICT focus on both learning and teaching saw Hamilton Senior High School’s 

recognised as a National Pilot School in Microsoft’s innovative Schools Program, which 

gives staff, teachers and students the opportunities and tools to excel even further in the 

field, achievements that have seen them routinely surpass both state and national education 

benchmarks.

The Acer Aspire One 753

 The Acer Aspire One 753 comes preloaded with Windows 7 Professional to take 

full advantage of the hardware under the hood and generous hard drive capacity. The 

latest wireless protocol ensures flawless connectivity to Wi-Fi signals across schools and 

businesses and the integrated Bluetooth and webcam expands connectivity even more. n 
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